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Abstract—A novel statistical framework for replay detection is
presented in this paper. Unlike current methods, the proposed
framework exploits both inherent characters and transition
relations of replay and non-replay scenes based on annotation of
the video, which realizes segments and classifies video stream
into replay and non-replay shots simultaneously. After
annotation, the detected replay segment is further verified and
its boundaries are adjusted to get more accurate replay segment
considering probability distribution of lengths of replay and
non-replay shots. Experimental results on soccer video are
promising, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed
framework.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been increasing research interests
in sports video analysis and summarization, such as important
event detection and interesting highlight extraction [1], which
facilitate browsing and retrievDORI sports video. In sports
video, replays are important video segments that emphasize
key events by replaying the highlights at a slower motion to
show the details of actions. Therefore, replay detection is of
great help to sports video content analysis.
Many approaches of automatic replay detection have been
reported in literatures. Earlier work was based on detecting
still frames [1-4] or editing effects such as logo [5-6].
However, these methods are not effective on some kinds of
sports video, for example, replays recorded by high-speed
camera have no still frames, and not all sports videos have
logos to indicate replay. At present, some general methods of
replay detection are proposed, which use machine learning to
detect replays. For example, Lei Wang et al. [7] used SVM
and Jin et al. [8] used HMM to classify pre-segmented shots
into replays and non-replays. However, the performance of
these statistical methods are relatively poor, since the
performance of replay detection is highly dependent on shot
segmentation, and that replay and non-replay scenes are
classified independently using their different inherent
characters without considering transition relations between
them. Wang et al. proposed a method of soccer replay
detection using scene transition structure [9]. However, the
method is difficult to be generalized since they used limited
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Figure 1. )UDPHZRUN of replay detection.

templates as transition rules and the templates are determined
manually by observation.
In this paper, we proposed a novel statistical framework
for replay detection. The main idea is to perform annotation of
the video as segments of replays and non-replays by searching
for global optimization, and then refine the results to get more
accurate boundaries of replay. During the annotation stage, the
characteristics and transition relations of replay and nonreplay are integrated into a statistical model which is
formulated by a conditional probability. Maximizing this
probability results in the best scene sequence composed of
replay and non-replay. As a result, replays and non-replays are
detected and segmented simultaneously. Compared with other
methods, replay is more accurately detected by exploiting both
inherent characters of replays and transition connection
relations between replay and non-replay scenes.
The procedure consists of two stages, as shown in Fig.1: 1)
Video stream annotation, which segment video into 4 types of
scene including Replay (RE), Long Shot (LS), Medium Shot
(MS), and Close-up Shot (CS) by maximizing conditional
probability. 2) Replay verification and boundary refinement,
which is performed to get more reliable replay based on
results got in video annotation and probability distribution of
lengths of replay segment and non-replay segment.
II.

VIDEO STREAM ANNOTATION

In sports video, replay usually intervenes in video when a
break occurs, while vanishes when a new play starts, so it
often follows a close-up scene or medium scene indicating a
break and is followed by a long scene indicating a new play.
Hence, the whole video is segmented into RE, LS, MS and CS
to better utilize the transition connection between replay and
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non-replay segments.
After the stage of feature extraction, a video stream can be
taken as a sequence of feature vectors, denoted
by O o1o2 ...oT , which indicates a potential shot sequence,
denoted by H h1h2 ...ht . So the task of video annotation can
be interpreted as finding a shot sequence that maximize the
conditional probability of H under condition O, i.e. finding
Hˆ

arg max{P( H | O )} arg max{P( H )  P(O | H ) / P(O)} (1)
H

H

The above equation is transformed by applying Bayes’
theorem. Obviously, P(O) is constant for O is a known
sequence. So the problem can be simplified as following

Hˆ

arg max{P( H )  P(O | H )}

(2)

H

P(H) indicates probability of shot sequence without effects
of features, which be computed by transition relationship of
shots called as Bi-gram. P(O|H) is the probability of features
sequence under a given shot sequence, which can be
calculated according to the adopted shots and replay model.
Since HMM (Hidden Markov Model) is good at temporal
signal analysis, we build 4 HMMs to model replay and 3 nonreplay shots, and each of them is called as shot HMM for
simplicity in the following description. Hence, P(H) and
P(O|H) are determined by transition relationship and
characters of shots. In other words, results of video annotation
are based on characters and transitions of shots.
Bi-gram Construction
Shot sequence H is composed of successive shots of
different categories, so P(H) is dependent on the transition
probability between adjacent shots. Since shot sequence is a
temporal sequence, we suppose the shot sequence is a 1D
Markov, i.e. the appearance of present shot is only related to
the last shot, which can be formulated by
A.

P(hm | h1h2 ...hm 1 )

P(hm | hm 1 )

(3)

So P(H) can be calculated by
P( H )

P(h1h2 ...ht 1ht )

P(h1 )  P(h2 | h1 )  ...P(ht | ht 1 ) (4)

This assumption is reasonable since various types of shots
alternate to exhibit certain semantic clues and don’t appear
randomly. For example, LS is shown to exhibit the global
game status, MS or CS is often shown to track the player or
ball. So we use Bi-gram to model this transition connection
between each pair of shot hi and h j , which is represented by a

H ( H h1h2 ...ht ), P(H) can be calculated given Bi-gram, i.e.
transition probability between each pair of shots.
B. Feature Extraction
As described above, P(O|H) is dependent on the feature
sequence which is also a temporal sequence indicating a
certain shot sequence. Since we use HMM to model shot,
feature sequence of a shot is an observed sequence of a given
shot HMM hi , and each emitting state s of shot HMM H
produces a feature vector o in feature sequence [10]. So P(O|H)
can be transformed into

P(O | H )

¦

P(O, S | H )

S

(6)

Where S s1 s2 ...sT is the state sequence which emits feature
sequence O o1o2 ...oT through the link of all the shot HMMs
which we called a super HMM. A super HMM is obtained by
concatenating the corresponding shot HMMs using a
pronunciation lexicon [11]. So P(O, S | H ) can be derived from
P(O, S | H )
T



t

P(ot , st | st 1 , H )
1

T



t

[P(st | st 1 , H )  P(ot | st )]
1

(7)

P(ot | s) is the emission probability distribution of states s,
and P( st | st 1 , H ) is the transition probability between two
states, which can be derived from parameters of shot HMM.
Parameters of HMM are estimated by EM algorithm using
the feature vector sequence [12], so features are vital to
construction of HMM and description of a shot. Thus, P(O|H)
is dependent on the adopted shot model which is derived from
the inherent characters of shots.
Each shot is partitioned into segments to extract features
from each segment. Shot segment can be one or more
consecutive frames, which is called as Shot Segment Unit
(SSU). Features are extracted from each SSU to construct a
feature sequence. Features are firstly extracted from each
frame in a SSU, and feature values of a SSU are the mean of
corresponding feature values of all the frames in it. The
following 2 types of features are used for they are generic.
Since different types of shots have different playfield and
player size, these differences are expressed in color
distribution. Therefore, 3 color features are extracted from
each frame by computing the mean of L, U, V components of
all the pixels in it for CIE LUV color space is approximately
perceptual uniform.

where N (hi , h j ) is the number of times shot h j follows shot

Different types of shots have different motion magnitudes.
Hence, 3 motion features are extracted from each frame to
differentiate replay shots from other types of shots, which are
frame difference, compensated frame difference and motion
magnitude. Compensated frame difference denotes the frame
difference based on global motion compensated block. Motion
magnitude of a frame is obtained by computing the mean of
motion magnitude of all the blocks in it.

hi and N ( hi ) is the number of times that shot hi appears. l is
the total number of distinct shot models, and D is chosen to
ensure that ¦ lj 1 P(h j | hi ) 1 . Hence, for each shot sequence

C. Procedure of Video Annotation
With Bi-gram and shot HMM constructed, sports video
can be segmented and classified into 4 types. Since log

probability model P(h j | hi ) . P(h j | hi ) can be derived from the
statistics of train data using
° P(h j | hi ) D N (hi , h j ) / N (hi )
®
otherwise
°̄ P(h j | hi ) 1/ l

if

N (hi ) z 0

(5)
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operator can transform product operation into summation
operation, in practice, product probability in the equations
presented above can be transformed into summation of
corresponding log probability.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, a super HMM is obtained by
concatenated the corresponding shot HMMs using a
pronunciation lexicon. So each shot HMM in the super HMM
is considered as a node. Hence, the task of video annotation is
to find a path of the maximum log probability from the start
node to the end node in the super HMM.
For an unknown shot sequence of T SSUs whose feature
vector sequence is O o1o2 ...oT , each path from start node to
end node in the super HMM which passes through exactly T
emitting HMM states is a potential annotation hypothesis. Log
probability of each path is computed by summing the log
probability of each individual transition in the path and the log
probability of each emitting state generating the corresponding
SSU. Intra-HMM transitions are determined from HMM
parameters, and inter-HMM transitions are determined by Bigram [13].
Thus, the path of maximum log probability is the best
result of video annotation. As a result, the nodes (shot HMMs)
on the best path are the optimal result of shot classification.
Since each state in a shot HMM matches a SSU, the
boundaries of each shot are the first and last SSUs of it, which
realizes shot segmentation simultaneously.
III.

REPLAY VERIFICATION AND BOUNDARY REFINEMENT

As introduced above, the annotation approach proposed in
this paper incorporates a series of HMM classifiers and a bigram model to combine the inherent characteristics and
transition relationship of shots. Compared to current methods
that detect replay by performing classification on presegmented units, it makes fewer “miss” errors, that is, most
replays can be detected near where it located. However, due to
the fact that training samples of replay are far fewer than nonreplay ones, there are false alarms of replay and boundaries of
annotated replays are not accurate. So replay verification and
boundary refinement are performed to improve performance
of replay detection. For this purpose, a statistical model is
proposed based on annotation results obtained in the first stage
and probability distribution of length of replay segments.

As mentioned above, suppose that a clip containing replay
is divided into three segments, denoted as Seg1, Seg2 and Seg3,
whose length (number of SSUs) are l1, l2 and l3, so
determining replay boundaries can be interpreted as
determining l1, l2, l3 that maximize the probability of Seg2
being replay and Seg1 and Seg3 being non-replay, namely,

P{Seg1

NR|l1}  P{Seg 2

NR|l3 } .

(8)

where NR and RE are abbreviations for non-replay and replay,
respectively. For each Seg  {Seg1 , Seg 2 , Seg 3 } , according to
Bayesian Laws [14], we have

P{Seg

RE}  P{l | Seg

RE | l} P{Seg

RE}/ P{l} (9)

Assuming that the denominator keeps the same for all Seg,
only the numerator is used in the following calculation. Since
each Seg  {Seg1 , Seg 2 , Seg 3 } can be viewed as a sequence of
SSUs, i.e. Seg u1u2 ...un , where ui i 1, 2,.., n is a SSU.
Suppose that all SSUs are independent in being replay, the
probability of Seg being a replay can be rewritten as
P{Seg

RE}



n
i 1

(10)

Pr (ui )

where Pr (ui ) denotes the probability that ui is replay. So we
have
n

P{Seg

RE}P{n | Seg

RE} = Pr ( n) i 1 Pr (ui )

P{Seg

NR}P{n | Seg

NR}= Pn (n) i 1[1  Pr (ui )]

n

(11)

where Pr (n) and Pn (n) denote the probability that a replay or
non-replay segment contains n SSUs, respectively. Pr (n) and
Pn (n) can be estimated using training data. In our work,
histograms are used to estimate those probability distributions
[14]. The range of all possible SSU numbers all divided into
several intervals and the frequency of each interval is used as
estimation of probabilities.
For the probabilities of each SSU being replay, the value
of Pr (ui ) is determined according to the annotation result:
set Pr (ui ) pr , if si is annotated as replay, otherwise
Pr (ui ) pn , where pr and pn are prior probabilities
determined subjectively. In our work, pr 0.8, pn 0.5 .
As can be seen, the probability model presented above
considers each SSU and takes the length of segments into
account as auxiliary restriction. Therefore, for each candidate
clip containing replays, more reliable decision can be made on
the boundaries of replay. Specially, if maximum probability is
achieved when Prb Pre , the clip is viewed as non-replay and
the annotated replay is judged as a false alarm.
IV.

Figure 2. Procedure of replays refinement.

In the model, a clip containing replay is viewed as a
pattern composed of three parts including present replay shot,
shot before the replay and shot after the replay. Thus,
determining replay boundaries can be interpreted as finding
two points Prb and Pre which separate the clip into three parts
that maximize the probability of the pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.

RE|l2 }  P{Seg 3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed framework was tested on 3 hours data of 4
full half-time soccer videos, and each video is CIF352×288×25fps got from FIFA World Cup 2006, as shown in
Table ĉ. Training data for HMM comprises 10 hours soccer
games from 10 different soccer games, and the train set and
test set come from completely different soccer games. The
ground-truth of the boundary of each replay shot is labeled
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manually. The implementation of video annotation is based on
HTK 3.3 which is a HMM Toolkit [13].
TABLE I.

Bi-gram considers transition probability between each pair of
shots and eliminates the illogical replay segments.
V.

TEST VIDEOS

CONCLUSIONS

A novel statistical framework of replay detection is
presented in this paper. Replay and non-replay shots are
firstly detected and segmented simultaneously based on
statistical inference using HMM and Bi-gram, and then replay
segments are further verified and its boundaries adjusted
where based on the probability distribution of length of replay
Correct denotes the overlap of the ranges of detected replay segment and non-replay segments to get improved
and ground-truth is more than 60% of the length of ground- performance. Experimental results on soccer video are
truth. As we can see, the performance of replay detection promising, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the
achieves 81.2% recall and 83.1% precision rate on the average. proposed statistical framework.
Name
Match (2006)
Length (min:sec)
Soccer1
ENG-POR (07-01)
46:38
Soccer2
GER-ARG (06-30)
46:05
Soccer3
JPN-BRA (06-22)
47:04
Soccer4
POR-MEX (06-21)
47:52
Table Ċ shows the final experimental results,

TABLE II.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK.

Match
Ground-truth
Correct
False
Recall
Precision

Soccer1
20
16
0
80.0%
100%

Soccer2
22
21
2
95.4%
91.3%

Soccer3
23
18
6
78.3%
75.0%
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Soccer4
20
14
6
70%
70%

For comparison, we applied the method proposed in [7] on
the test data, which detects replay segment based on SVM
classifier. According to [7], RBF kernel is used for SVM and
the features are the same as described in the paper. The
experimental results are shown in Table ċ.
TABLE III.

[2]

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SVM CLASSIFICATION.

Match
Correct
False
Recall
Precision

Soccer1
11
5
55.0%
68.8%

Soccer2
16
13
72.7%
55.2%

Soccer3
12
9
52.2%
57.1%

Soccer4
14
9
70%
60.9%

[3]

[4]

The total recall and precision rates achieved by SVM are
62.4% and 60%, respectively, which approximate to the
results given in [7]. However, they are far lower than the
results obtained by our method.
TABLE IV.
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